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Innovative Multi-Use Opportunity on 
a  Large Site with High Visibility

This RFEI seeks to leverage the unique Portland Expo 
Center site to meet regional needs and priorities.

PROJECT INFORMATION & CONTACT

Project Email  
expo.future@oregonmetro.gov

For more information about Expo DOS 
and this RFEI, please visit:

expofuture.org

Quick Facts

• 53 acres

• 330,000 square feet 
of building area in 5 
halls

• 1 million+ square feet 
of paved and lighted 
parking, 
2805 parking spaces

• 5 meeting halls, 10 
meeting rooms, 1 
commercial kitchen

• Industrial Zoning 
(IG2) with transfer-
rable CU permit for 
events

• I-5 access and Trimet 
MAX transit stop & 
park-and-ride
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EXPO FUTURE
Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI)
This is a once in a generation opportunity to shape the future uses of the Expo Center  
— a well-positioned, 53-acre employment site at the economic center of the Portland 
metro region. The site has 333,000 square feet of existing building area and over 2 million 
square feet of paved parking lot. Located adjacent to a Yellow Line MAX light rail stop and 
at an I-5 access ramp, the site is flat, clean, and served by significant infrastructure. 

The site has historical and cultural significance to several members of our regional 
community, including its use as a forced detention center for Japanese Americans during 
World War II. For the last 4 years, Metro has deeply engaged stakeholders and governments 
to understand how to maximize both the economic impact and community benefits of this 
site. In partnership with these stakeholders, Metro developed a set of guiding principles, 
adopted by the Metro Council and the Metropolitan Exposition Recreation Commission 
(MERC), that are intended to shape this solicitation process and the future use of the site. 

Through this RFEI, Metro is seeking a wide range of creative ideas to realize these guiding 
principles. This process is designed to be flexible and accessible to diverse teams who 
are capable of delivering on the guiding principles. This solicitation lays out the necessary 
information that teams will need to understand in order to prepare a complete written 
submittal. The project website includes more detailed information and project background. 

Primary Contact Information: 

Metro | oregonmetro.gov

600 NE Grand Ave.

Portland, OR 97232-2736

expo.future@oregonmetro.gov

www.expofuture.org

http://www.ExpoFuture.org
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I. PROJECT OPPORTUNITY
Metro is seeking community-driven 
expressions of interest that take advantage 
of this unique project opportunity. 
Offering one of the largest remaining 
sites for employment-heavy uses in the 
metro-region, the Portland Expo Center 
(the “site”) is a sprawling 53-acre campus 
located at 2060 N Marine Dr in the Kenton 
neighborhood of Portland, Oregon. Metro 
has owned the site since 1994 and has 
used the site for hosting large expositions, 
conventions, and other large events. 

In the Fall of 2019, Metro Council faced a 
serious set of choices with the Expo Center. 

The three older Expo Center buildings require 
significant capital investment, but there 
is no identified funding available for major 
renovations or replacement. Yet the site 
is large, well located, and highly desirable. 
Through a Development Opportunity 
Study (DOS) Metro decided to engage in 
an exploratory process to understand how 
it could potentially leverage this valuable 
site in order to maximize public benefit. 

As a first step, Metro engaged community 
stakeholders with a direct connection to 
the site and the area, including members of 
the Black American, Japanese American, 

East-facing aerial photo of Expo Center with Columbia River to the left (Photo credit: Metro)
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and urban Indigenous communities, and 
current vendors and clients of Expo Center. 
Through several rounds of engagement 
meetings, a set of project “guiding principles” 
were developed and approved by both the 
Metroplitan Exposition and Recreation 
Commission and the Metro Council. 
These guiding principles will guide the 
consideration of future uses on the site. 

This RFEI seeks creative ideas from teams 
who have bold—but feasible—visions to 
leverage this valuable public asset and 
achieve substantial, catalytic community 
benefits. This document lays out the 

RFEI process, the evaluation criteria, the 
requirements for a submittal, process 
background, and other key information. 

Metro is open to a broad range of ideas 
and uses—and no ideas are off the table at 
this stage. Metro is also open to a variety of 
options regarding phasing of development, 
as well as responses from teams which 
are only interested in developing a portion 
of the site. That said, the intention is to 
select a team or teams that will actually 
bring innovative uses to the site, not 
merely lease it and hold it in its current 
condition in a speculative fashion. 

External photo featuring Hall E at dusk (Photo credit: Metro)

1The Metropolitan Recreation Commission is appointed group from across the Portland region 
charged with protecting the public investment of all the three of Metro’s visitor venues, including 
the Expo Center, the Oregon Convention Center, and Portland’5 Center for the Arts
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Honor Historical and Cultural Legacy

Ensure Financial Sustainability

Maximize Economic Prosperity

Recognize, Respect, and Restore 

the Wealth and Interconnectedness of the Environment, Land,  
Water, and People

Create Financial and Community 
Wealth-Building Opportunities

for Black Americans, Japanese Americans, urban Indigenous, and other 
communities of color.

Expo DOS Core Values

The Expo DOS core values were the initial set of goals and principles originally defined by 

Metropolitan Exposition Recreation Commission (MERC) and Metro Council and the internal 

project team at Metro. This initial set of principles was then presented to key stakeholders 

through a series of nine key stakeholder workshops (between January 2020-March 2021) with 

the goal of further developing the definitions and relevancy, resulting in the comprehensive 

document, known as the guiding principles.
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External photo of courtyard between Hall D and E and living wall on Hall E (Photo credit: Metro)

A long-term, nominal cost ground lease is 
Metro’s preferred deal structure to offset 
user costs and maximize public benefit. 
However, Metro may consider other deal 
structures in order to maximize the guiding 
principles. Importantly, Metro has no 
additional funding to invest in or subsidize 
future site uses. However, Metro is open 
to considering ongoing involvement, and/
or specific roles or assistance that Metro 
is uniquely qualified to provide that are 
critical to the success of a preferred vision. 

Simply put, Metro seeks a 
partner who can articulate a 
compelling and feasible vision 
and demonstrate the capacity to 
deliver a project that advances 
the principles as expressed 
in the evaluation criteria.

Metro hopes you will consider 
getting involved in helping to 
shape the future of Expo Center. 
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II. RFEI OVERVIEW
Metro is using a Request for Expressions 
of Interest (RFEI) approach specifically to 
1) provide flexibility to respondents and 
2) reduce the barriers to participation for 
community-based partners. Metro is not 
seeking detailed proposals or architectural 
plans for the site, although it will not reject 
any specific proposals put forward. Rather, 
Metro seeks expressions of interest from 
teams of community-based partners, 

developers, business owners, or others 
who have a compelling vision (including 
preliminary thoughts about programming, 
phasing, and deal structure) and who can 
demonstrate the capacity and experience to 
deliver on that vision. Metro is hopeful that 
this process will result in the identification 
of a compelling team who can partner with 
Metro to deliver on the guiding principles for 
the site. This RFEI is not a procurement as 
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defined by Oregon law. There will not be an 
award of a contract under this RFEI or any 
ability to protest the result of this process. 
Its intent is to provide creative ideas for 
the Metro Chief Operating Officer (COO) to 
review for potential future development that 
may be subject to further process as required 
by Oregon law depending on the proposals.

Evaluation Criteria
The following evaluation criteria will 
be used to assess how well each RFEI 
submitter considered the guiding principles 
in their project concept and submittal. 
A more detailed explanation is spelled 
out in section VIII (Evaluation Criteria).

The evaluation criteria are derived from 
the project’s guiding principles and 
include the following questions:

1. How will your team continue 
meaningful engagement with key 
stakeholder communities?

2. How does your concept honor the 
historical and cultural legacy of the site?

3. How does your concept build financial 
and community wealth for specific 
members of our community? 

4. How does your concept approach 
environmental sustainability?

5. How does your project concept 
ensure financial sustainability 
(including for Metro)?

6. How will your concept maximize 
economic prosperity across the region?

7. The seventh evaluation criteria 
will be a series of questions 
designed to generate overarching 
reflections from the submittal.

West-facing aerial photo of the Expo Center with the N Marine Drive to the right (Photo credit: Metro) 
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Site Tour & Pre-Submittal 
Informational Meeting

Site Tour
Metro will conduct pre-submittal 
site tours; two options have been 
offered to accomodate schedules:

• June 21, 2022 | 10:00 am - 11:30 am 

• June 23, 2022 | 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm 

Attending a site tour is not mandatory, 
but prospective respondents to this 
RFEI are encouraged to attend. Please 
RSVP to expo.future@oregonmetro.
gov regarding the site tour. 

Informational Meeting
Metro will conduct an optional pre-submittal 
informational meeting on Wednesday, 
June 29, 2022, 10:30 am to noon. The 
meeting will take place via Zoom. At the 
meeting, Metro staff will provide a project 
overview, discuss goals and expectations, 
and explain the RFEI process and selection 
criteria. This meeting is not mandatory, 
but prospective respondents to this RFEI 
are encouraged to attend. Metro will 
respond in writing to questions asked 
during the meeting that merit clarification 

Exterior photo of art installation in front of Hall D (Photo credit: Metro)

mailto:expo.future@oregonmetro.gov
mailto:expo.future@oregonmetro.gov
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or additional guidance. Please RSVP to 
expo.future@oregonmetro.gov regarding 
the informational meeting in order to 
receive the Zoom meeting information.

Evaluation Process
Metro has invited a key group of 
defined stakeholders to participate in 
a Community Review Committee. The 
Community Review Committee members 
are tasked with ensuring that the project 
process and outcomes are accountable 
to the project guiding principles. 

The Committee’s membership includes 
government partners and key stakeholder 
voices who represent communities and 
interests who have been directly engaged 
in this process from the beginning. 

Key stakeholder membership 
includes present or former members 
of the following organizations:

• Built Oregon

• Climate Solutions

• Kenton Neighborhood Association

• Japanese American 
Museum of Oregon 

• Latino Network

• Native American Youth 
and Family Center

• Vanport Mosaic

Government partner membership on the 
Committee includes representatives from:

• Bureau of Planning and 
Sustainability, City of Portland

• Business Oregon

• Port of Portland

• Prosper Portland

Upon receiving submittals, Metro staff will 
review the submittals to ensure that each 
meets the minimum requirements of the 
RFEI. Complete submittals will be provided 
to both the Project Team and the Community 
Review Committee for a further review and 
evaluation. Evaluation will be conducted 
in accordance with the terms of the RFEI 
and based on the evaluation criteria. 

As described above, this is not a 
procurement process under Oregon law. 
Metro will not award a contract as a result 
of this RFEI and by responding to this RFEI, 
proposers agree that they have no right to 
protest or challenge any process, procedure 
or determinations made by the Evaluation 
Committee, the COO or any other person 
working on behalf of Metro in this RFEI 
process, under Oregon’s public contracting 
code in ORS 279 A-C, Metro’s Local Contract 
Review Board Administrative Rules or any 
other applicable statute, rule or procedure.

mailto:expo.future@oregonmetro.gov
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Review Process
The RFEI review process will: 

1. Assess the extent to which submittals 
provide a reasonable financial plan 
in support of their project concept; 

2. Evaluate the potential area/
regional benefits that derive 
from the project; and,

3. Consider the extent to which the 
project will achieve community 
goals as outlined and reflected in the 
project’s adopted guiding principles.

Metro staff, in concert with project 
consultant Cascadia Partners, will conduct 

an initial review of RFEI applications 
to ensure they are complete and ready 
for review by the financial review team 
and Community Review Committee.

A financial review team will evaluate 
submittals in regard to applicant information 
provided in response to the financial 
information requests made in the RFEI 
document, and, specifically, in regard to 
review criteria 5 and 6. Review criteria 
5 requires submission of information 
and background essential to assessing 
the broad, economic sustainability of 
the RFEI concept plan. Review criteria 
6 is designed to help Metro assess the 

Southeast-facing aerial photo of the Expo Center (Photo credit: Metro)
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potential regional economic benefits that 
will derive from the proposed project.

Metro will also request the advice 
and guidance of a Metro-assembled 
team of governmental agency partners 
who will comment on the advantages, 
opportunities and program implications 
that RFEI concepts offer or suggest under 
their agencies and areas of expertise.

RFEI submissions that are deemed to most 
closely meet RFEI criteria will be forwarded 
to Metro’s COO for further consideration.

Post-Evaluation Process
After a thorough evaluation by the 
Project Team and the Community 
Review Committee, Metro may, at its sole 
discretion, elect to proceed in any of the 
following or possibly other directions:

• Request additional information
from any submitter

• Conduct interviews with
one or more teams

• Conduct a second round process
to seek refined proposals
from one or more teams

• Select one team or team
members to proceed with
more detailed negotiations

• Reject all submittals

All responses to this RFEI are public 
records and may  be reviewed by any 
member of the public (see further 
information about confidentiality in 
Section IX, General Conditions).

Anticipated Schedule Date
Issuance of RFEI June 7, 2022

Site Tour
Option #1:  June 21, 2022  | 10:00 am - 11:30 am

Option #2:  June 23, 2022 | 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Pre-Proposal Meeting June 29, 2022 | 10:30 am - noon

Deadline for Request for Clarification July 13, 2022

Metro Issues Clarification, if any July 20, 2022

Submittal Due Date September 27, 2022

Evaluation of Submissions Sept 28 - Dec 10, 2022
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III. DEAL STRUCTURE &  
FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIP

The site has a high market value due to the 
Portland region’s historically high demand 
for—and scarcity of—large, developable 
employment sites. The site’s value is also 
due to its ideal location along a MAX 
transit line. The MAX Yellow Line Expo 
Center station connects the site to the 
larger regional economy and workforce.

Metro is seeking to leverage this valuable 
property in order to maximize public 
benefits through the reuse of the site. In 

order to achieve maximum public benefit, 
Metro is willing to maintain long term 
public ownership of the site as a strategy 
to remove upfront acquisition costs and 
thus maximize the potential for public 
benefits. A long- term, nominal cost 
ground lease is currently the assumed 
mechanism to achieve this objective. 
However, Metro is willing to consider other 
creative ideas or deal structures if they 
can better maximize project principles.

External photo of the front of Hall E and parking lot (Photo credit: Metro)
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Deal Structure & Financial Partnership

Metro will not provide additional funding, 
subsidies, or financial incentives in 
addition to the substantial reduction or 
elimination of land costs. Metro is open 
to considering ongoing involvement, and/
or specific roles or assistance that Metro 
is uniquely qualified to provide that are 
critical to the success of a preferred vision.

Enterprise Zone
The Expo Center is within the boundaries 
of the Portland Enterprise Zone (E-Zone). 
This means a business that locates 
at the Expo Center may receive:

• 100% property tax relief on new 
investments for up to five years

• A tax credit to offset Oregon 
personal or corporate income/excise 
tax liabilities for companies making 
a qualified E-Commerce investments 
in facilities, computers, equipment, 
networks, servers or software 
pertaining to E-Commerce-related 
business-to-business transactions

E-Zone tax relief applies only to 
new investments–not existing land 
value, structures, or equipment. 

According to Prosper Portland–the 
organization that administers the E-Zone 
program–the tax liability for a new capital 
investment is typically around 1.5 percent 
of the investment’s value. Using that rule 

External photo of Hall D illuminated at night (Photo credit: Metro)
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of thumb, the raw reduction in tax liability 
on a $20 million investment would amount 
to approximately $300,000 per year. The 
E-Zone program sets aside 15-20% of 
those savings to fund workforce training, 
childcare, and transportation programs 
that may benefit the business and its 
employees, but the remaining ~$250,000 
per year in tax relief would be passed to 
the business itself. Combined with asset 
depreciation, E-Zone tax advantages are 
valuable tools for reducing near-term tax 
liability and supporting new investments. 

To participate in the E-Zone program, 
a business must sign a written 
agreement and meet the requirements 
below. The business must:

• Hold an active City of Portland 
business license.

• Generate commerce (i.e. it is a 
traded-sector business that creates 
and distributes products, not simply 
a service business like a restaurant)

• Pay taxes sufficient to cover the cost 
of services it receives from the city 
(e.g. fire and police). Prosper Portland 
is responsible for assessing this. 

• Meet minimum quality 
standards for pay, benefits, and 
employee advancement. 

• Create a procurement 
plan to maximize local and 
equitable sourcing of product 
inputs and services.

• Agree to set aside 15-20% of tax 
savings to Prosper Portland’s 
workforce training and employee 
childcare and transportation 
benefits programs, as described 
in the math above. 

• Initiate E-Zone participation by 
completing an intake process with 
the E-Zone manager, listed at the 
Portland Enterprise Zone website. 

• Stay compliant with the above 
requirements and meet reporting 
standards over time.

https://prosperportland.us/portfolio-items/portland-enterprise-zone/
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Public Partners
Metro engaged a variety of public partners 
whose policy priorities are in alignment 
with the project’s guiding principles. While 
none have made funding commitments to 
this project, we encourage submitters to 
seek out potential funding opportunities 
and/or partnerships that will ensure the 
financial feasibility of your vision. 

Public partners engaged thus far include:

• The Port of Portland has a regional 
interest in large-scale employment 
sites and has recently-adopted 
policies that prioritize investments 
in projects with equitable outcomes. 

• Trimet operates a Park & Ride 
and transit light rail stop (MAX) at 
the Expo Center and has recently 
adopted a proactive policy to pursue 
Transit-oriented Development 
(TOD) opportunities at underutilized 
sites within the transit system.

• Prosper Portland oversees all of 
the City’s Urban Renewal Districts. 
The bulk of the site sits within the 
Interstate Urban Renewal District.

• In addition, Prosper Portland 
serves as the manager of 
the City’s Enterprise Zones, 
within which the Expo Center 
sits. “E-zones” are defined 
areas where qualified firms 
can receive real property tax 
waivers for capital investments 
for a period of five years.

• The City of Portland oversees zoning 
and entitlements for the site.

• Business Oregon is the state’s 
economic development agency. 
The Business Oregon Commission 
oversees the agency’s activities 
to ensure a coherent, integrated 
approach to economic development 
and a continuous policy direction 
that can transcend changes in 
executive and legislative leadership.

https://www.oregon.gov/biz/aboutus/boards/obddc/Pages/default.aspx
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IV. THE SITE

• 5 meeting halls, 
10 meeting 
rooms, 1 
commercial 
kitchen

• On-site parking: 
2,805 spaces

• Zoned for 
General Industrial  
(IG2 Zoning)

The Property
The site is unique in both its size and location. The 53.4-acre site is large, flat, and 
located immediately adjacent to both I-5 and a Yellow Line MAX Station.  

• Indoor building 
space: 333,000 
square feet

• Outdoor space: 
1,080,000 
square feet, 
mostly paved 
and lighted 
parking area
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Development Standard IG2 Zone
Minimum and Maximum FAR None

Maximum Height No limit

Setback from Street Lot Line 25 feet

Maximum Building Coverage 85% of site area

Minimum Landscaping 15% of site area

Zoning: General 
Industrial (IG2)
The current zoning for the property is 
General Industrial 2. The intent of this 
zone is to reserve areas for most types of 
industrial uses. Other uses are restricted 
to prevent potential conflicts. IG2 zones 
are characterized by larger lots, often 
with buildings that cover only a portion 
of the site and are set back from the 
street. The development standards noted 
above reflect this intended character.

“Allowed uses” within the zone include 
manufacturing, warehouse and freight 
movement, wholesale sales, industrial 
service, and rail yards.  Other uses may 
be allowed as conditional or limited 
uses. For example, residential uses, retail 
sales and services, office, commercial 
outdoor recreation, and major event 
entertainment would be permitted provided 
the applicant can meet conditional use 
criteria and gain zoning approval.

Current Expo Center operations are 
permitted under an approved conditional 
use permit  (the permit is available on the 
website on the For Interested Partners 
page).  The permit runs with the property 
and is transferable to whoever takes over the 
lease on the site. Any new owner/operator 
must 1) ensure their use is consistent 
with the existing conditional use permit, 
2) propose a use consistent with the base 
IG2 zone, or 3) seek a new conditional 
use permit from the City of Portland. 

Airport Overlays

In addition to the requirements of the base 
land use zone IG2, there are two overlay 
zones that apply to the site. Overlay zones 
sit on top of base land use zones and are 
used to applied additional regulations that 
address specific subjects in particular 
areas. In this case, there are two City of 
Portland airport overlays that apply to 
the site. Aircraft landing zone (overlay “h”) 

http://expofuture.org/
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Ongoing Expenses 
(Holding Cost Estimates)
The following are a set of approximate 
estimates for baseline operating costs for 
the property.  Given that the exact future use 
of the property is not known, and that these 
costs could vary depending on the future 
uses, these costs should be considered 
preliminary and planning-level estimates.  
It would be common in these kinds of 
public-private partnerships to combine 
some or all of these holding costs into an 
annual ground lease. This would ultimately 
minimize Metro’s long-term financial 
obligations while also providing discounted 
land cost in order to achieve community 
benefits. Metro is open to a variety of deal 
structures and seeks to negotiate a win-
win deal with a selected partner, including, 
for example, a land lease that escalates 
over time to enable the stabilization of 
business operations and cash flow.  

Expense Approximate Annual Cost
Baseline utility costs (electrical, 
water, sewer, stormwater)

$500,000

Drainage District Pen1 $30,000

Security Services (24/7) $250,000 (may be optional)

Repair and Maintenance Reserves $100,000*

Total Estimated Annual Costs ~$630,000 - $900,000  /  Year

*Will vary based on use of property and buildings.

limits structure height on the site (for air 
traffic reasons), and Portland International 
Airport noise impact zone (overlay “x”) 
adds limitations to residential uses onsite 
and also requires extra noise insulation.

Remaining Bond 
Payment Obligations
Metro has three remaining, annual bond 
payments for past Expo Center renovation 
costs. Metro will assume full responsibility 
for those payments.  The property will be 
free of debt by December 1, 2024.  The 
remaining payment schedule is below:

Fiscal Year Debt Service
FY 2023 $1,025,875

FY 2024 $1,014,450

FY 2025 $1,020,075
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Future Expo Center Events   
(Site Use Agreements)
Expo Center has several future use 
agreements in place that extend into 
the summer of 2024.  The Expo Center 
venue team has limited use agreements 
beyond the summer of 2024 in order to 
make the site available for future uses 
that result from this process.  That said, 
teams can propose using the site sooner 
than this timeframe. However, this is not 
guaranteed and uses that occur sooner will 
be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

Trimet Park and Ride Lease
Metro has a lease agreement with Trimet to 
provide 100 parking spaces for a park and 
ride on the eastern edge of the property 
proximate to the transit stop.  The lease 
agreement term extends until 2024 with a 
5-year extension option to 2029.  The lease 
covers general capital costs and limits 
financial impact to Metro (Expo Center).  
It is anticipated that this park and ride 
agreement will stay in place and Metro 
has no plans to terminate the lease. 

Location and Context
• TriMet “Yellow Line” Max 

Light Rail stop and park-
and-ride located on site

• Convenient vehicle access from I-5

• 10-minute drive to 
Downtown Vancouver

• 15-minute drive to 
Downtown Portland

• 20-minute drive from Portland 
International Airport

• Nearby access to multiple shopping 
centers, golf courses, and the 
Portland International Raceway

• Nearby development: 

• Prologis Meadows, an industrial 
development roughly one mile 
southeast of the Expo Center 
and scoped for 1.8 million square 
feet, the first phase of which 
is now occupied by Amazon

• Harbor Sky Apartments, a 
266-unit development to 
Expo Center’s east across I-5, 
completed in the late 2010s.
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Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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Site Conditions
A variety of due diligence documents 
have been provided as resources for 
submitters to this RFEI. At a high level, the 
site is large, flat, clear, relatively clean, dry, 
and well served by public infrastructure. 
Metro will endeavor to post any additional 
material that becomes available during 
this process to the project website. 

Title
The property has a clear title. A summary 
of the Title Report can be found in the 
Appendix section below.  The full Title 
Report is available on the project website 
on the For Interested Partners page. 

Environmental
Phase 1

A Phase 1 Environmental Report was 
prepared in 2020. DEQ has designated 
the site “low” priority for further action 
and there is no record of subsequent DEQ 
investigations or requests related to the site.

A summary of the Phase 1 environmental 
report can be found in the Appendix 
section below.  The Phase 1 report itself 
is available on the project website under 
the RFEI and Document Library section. 

Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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Burlington Northern embankments, and 
the nearby drainage district’s pumping 
capacity. A portion of the levee is owned 
and maintained by Metro and is shown 
on the property maps. For additional 
information, please see the FEMA Floodplain 
documentation on the project website 
on the For Interested Partners page.

Earthquake Risk

Risks are equivalent to other properties in 
the area. Earthquake risk can be assessed 
using the Oregon Department of Geology 

Wetlands

There are no mapped wetlands on the site, 
per Oregon’s statewide wetlands inventory 
map & the 2001 CUMP application’s 
Natural Resources Management Plan 
and Wetlands Inventory Map above. 

Floodplain 

Per the City of Portland’s elevation 
certificate map of FEMA floodplains, the 
site is not in a designated 100- or 500-
year flood plain. The site is protected from 
flooding by the Columbia River levee, the 

Wetland inventory of the site, completed in 1997.  (Photo credit: Metro)

http://expofuture.org/
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and Mineral Industries geohazards maps 
as is discussed further in the Geotechnical 
Report on the project website on the 
For Interested Partners page.

Environmental Overlays: 

There are no City of Portland 
river or environmental overlays/
designations affecting the site. 

Trees

The trees on the site consist of 
landscaping trees in and around the 

parking lot.  All trees are subject to 
City of Portland tree regulations. 

Geotechnical
A summary of the 1999 and 1996 
Geotechnical Reports included in the 
Conditional Use Master Plan application 
can be found in the Appendix section 
at the end of this document.  The 
Geotechnical Reports themselves are 
available on the project website under 
the RFEI and Document Library section. 

From four 3” public 
water service 
connections

To 12” sanitary 
sewer 

connection 

To sanitary sewer

To public storm 
system

To public storm 
system

To public storm 
system

To public storm 
system

To Peninsula-1 
Drainage District

To Peninsula-1 
Drainage District

To Peninsula-1 
Drainage District

A map showing the approximate location of utilities, sewer, and drainage systems on the site. (Photo credit: Metro)

http://expofuture.org/
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Utilities
The site is served by four 3” water 
service connections and  a 12” sanitary 
sewer connection on the west side of 
the site to North Force Avenue. These 
service connections are depicted in the 
approximate sewer and water utilities map 
on the previous page, based on content 
from the Conditional Use Master Plan. 

Stormwater

The site is served by the public storm 
system along North Force Avenue and 
North Marine Drive, as well as by the 
three stormceptors draining to the 
Peninsula Drainage District No. 1, a 
special natural resource management 
agency. These systems are depicted in the 
approximate, high-level sewer and water 
utilities map below, based on content 
from the Conditional Use Master Plan. 

I-5 Bridge Replacement
There is currently a multi-agency effort to 
approve a locally preferred alternative by 
June 2022. Through this process, high level 
answers to questions will be developed 
such as whether the bridge will be tolled; 
how many lanes it will have; and whether 
transit will be light rail or bus rapid transit 
(BRT). Design iterations will continue to 
unfold over the next year or so. The most 
ambitious timeline puts construction 
starting in 2025. The site is well positioned 

to benefit from long-term transportation 
investments along the I-5 corridor. More 
information about next steps of the 
Interstate Bridge Replacement Program 
can be found on the project website.

Property Boundary
Under certain design options for the 
Insterstate Bridge Replacement project, 
realignment of Marine Drive may cut into 
the property boundary in the NE corner 
of the site. Under current operations, 
Cirque du Soleil periodically hosts shows 
at this location. If BRT is selected as the 
preferred form of transit, some portion 
of the Expo Center parking lot may be 
needed for a bus turnaround zone and 
break station for drivers. This would 
likely be towards the SE corner of the 
site but could in theory be anywhere. 

Circulation
There are no current changes being 
considered to pedestrian and vehicle 
circulation on site. The primary 
access point will continue to be 
from the south end of the site.

https://www.interstatebridge.org/nextsteps
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V. THE BUILDINGS (THE “HALLS”)

Building Conditions

Repairs
According to an independent assessment 
by Hunden Strategic Partners in 2014 (see 
the For Interested Partners page of the 
project website), the roofs of Halls A and 
B are beyond their useful life and require 
replacement if the buildings are going 
to continue to be used. The assessment 
also suggested Hall C receive a roof 

There are 5 “halls” on the property. Three of 
the halls (A, B, and C) were built as early as 
1925 and were originally used as livestock 
buildings. These older halls have received 
incremental, modest improvements since 
Metro gained site control in 1994. These 
three buildings are not insulated and have 
some heating but no cooling systems. Halls 
D and E are modern, purpose-built exhibition 
spaces with large, flexible, and clear span 
floor plates. They were constructed and 
renovated in the late 1990s and early 2000s.

http://expofuture.org/
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A and B and the Phase I environmental 
report suggest asbestos may be present 
in the insulation on the boiler near Hall 
A. Further study is needed to identify the 
scope and costs of hazardous material 
removal during renovations or demolition. 

replacement, though the roof was not 
described as beyond its useful life. 

Halls A, B, and C are not seismically 
retrofitted. Depending on the proposed 
use of alternations to Halls A, B, or C, 
structural upgrades may be necessary.

Hazardous Materials
Given the era in which Halls A, B, and C were 
constructed (as early as 1925), hazardous 
building materials were possibly used (see 
Hunden Strategic Partners report on the 
For Interested Partners page of the project 
website). Asbestos is known to be present 
in the northern exterior walls of Halls 

A view from the eastern side of Halls D and E. (Photo credit: Metro)

http://expofuture.org/
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Above: View from the east side of Hall A looking westward.

Above: East Hall exhibition space.

Above: Lobby of Hall A. Entrance to Meeting Room A 101 is through the red doors on the left. 
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Above: View from Hall B looking eastward.

Above: View into Hall B from Hall A.
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Above: North-facing view of Hall C, connecting to Hall A & B.

Above: Hall C is one of the historic buildings at the Expo Center and still has an original, exposed ceiling.

Above: South (left) and west wall of Hall C; south wall of Hall C connects to Hall D.
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Amenities
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Loading Dock
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Lobby 2nd Floor

Exhibit Hall Space
• 72,000 sq ft

• 300’ x 200’

• 30’ ceiling height

Kitchen
• 3,000 sq ft

Storage
• 3,000 sq ft

◊ Internet Access

◊ Loading dock with 3 
dock-height doors

◊ Lighting upgrades

◊ Ample floor power: 
400A/200A 3P options

◊ Clear span floor area
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Office Area

Restrooms
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Parking

A
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Above: A view of Hall D looking west. 

Above: Hall D boasts a full commercial kitchen on the west side of the building.

Above: The lobby at the east side of Hall D. 
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Above: A view of Hall E interior.

Above: The Lobby of Hall E. 
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VI. PROCESS SUMMARY &  
PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

Highlights from 
the Stakeholder 
Engagement Process
In September 2019, at the request of 
Metro Council, the Portland Expo Center 
Development Opportunity Study (DOS) 
began assessing the potential future 
of the Expo Center that could provide 
for the greatest public benefit.

A key outcome of this study was the 
development of a decision-making 

framework—the project guiding principles—
to help evaluate the potential futures of the 
Expo Center and the impacts of each option. 
This decision-making framework has been 
developed over time with the participation 
of key stakeholders, representing 
perspectives from a range of communities.

More information about the development 
of the guiding principles decision-making 
framework can be found on the project 
website on the Guiding Principles page.

Above: A snapshot of the January 2020 Values Workshop. Metro developed a set of guiding principles for the 
project through a series of meetings with key stakeholders of the site. 

http://expofuture.org/
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Principles in Action
How will the guiding principles be 
applied to submittals to this RFEI? 

The guiding principles are the key basis 
for the evaluation criteria that will be 
used to score  submissions of interest. 
The evaluation criteria were developed 
with the guidance of the Community 
Review Committee. The Community 
Review Committee will provide feedback 
on all submissions for the review and 
consideration of the Metro Chief Operating 
Officer.  Depending on the results of 
this process, further consideration by 
both MERC and Metro Council may be 
needed. Any future scenario/submission 
on the Expo Center should be structured 
to fulfill the guiding principles.

The guiding principles could inform 
proposals in a variety of ways and at 
several stages in the future development 
of the site. Below are just a few examples 
of how values from the guiding principles 
could be implemented at different 
stages of future development:

• Design & Construction such 
as developer & contractor 
preference policy, on-site 
memorials, community spaces

• Operations & Hiring such 
as workforce training, hiring 
targets, living wages

• User & Tenant Priority such 
as affordable space
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Findings from Potential 
Use Investigation

Potential Paths Forward
At this point in the process, Metro 
sees 3 potential paths forward for the 
future of the site – all of which assume 
continued public ownership of the land. 

Possible future uses of the site may 
repurpose existing buildings, add new 
buildings on unbuilt portions of the property, 
and/or replace existing structures in order 
to build others for new uses. There are 
many scenarios that could fit into one 
or more of these three paths forward.

Path 1: Complement Venue Operations
Opportunity to add new, additional uses to 
the Expo Center site while maintaining some 
level of current venue functions. Options 
include expanded or streamlined venue 
space with additional, co-located spaces 
and a prioritized focus on higher-paying 
users, such as film production and sports. 

Path 2: Repurpose Existing Structures
Opportunity to leverage the existing 
structures to provide much-needed, low-
cost space to a mix of users. By far the most 
complex proposition, but also potentially the 
most impactful to underserved populations.

Path 3: Replace
A market-based redevelopment strategy 
which would leverage the unique size 
and locational strengths of the site to 
attract new, ground-up development while 
allowing Metro to maintain ownership 
of the site. Metro would have long-term 
financial return and more control over who 
benefits from the new uses on the site.
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VII. SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Unless otherwise specified, core submission 
content should be limited to no more than 
20 pages in total. Pages should generally 
be 8.5 x 11 in size and portrait orientation. 
A limited number of pages can be larger 
format if specific content (such as exhibits or 
diagrams) require a larger format or different 
orientation in order to be comprehensible. 

Submittals should be delivered via email 
to the contact person listed in this RFEI. To 
the extent possible, please submit a single, 
combined PDF-format document of all 
necessary materials. Confidential financial 
information or trade secret information 

you wish to remain confidential should 
be submitted as a separate attachment 
and clearly labeled (file name and first 
page of PDF) as confidential (see General 
Provisions for more specific information). 

Responses should be addressed to:

Metro | oregonmetro.gov

600 NE Grand Ave.

Portland, OR 97232-2736

expo.future@oregonmetro.gov

External photo of courtyard between Hall D and E and living wall on Hall E (Photo credit: Metro)
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1. Cover Letter | 1-2 pages

Briefly introduce your core team 
and your specific interest in the site. 
Identify the primary point of contact 
for the team. Include a statement 
indicating that the proposal is valid 
for 12 months after submission.

2. Team and Roles | 2-4 pages

Identify your team members and roles. 
Describe the qualifications of core team 
members in relation to your vision, 
team, or approach. Provide resumes 

for key team members (resumes do 
not count towards page limits and 
can be included in an appendix).

3. Relevant Projects and 
Experience | 2-4 pages

Describe any projects your team has 
completed that are relevant to your vision 
for the site. Describe how the projects 
are relevant, who specifically worked 
on the project, and their role or roles. 

If applicable, describe your team’s recent 
experience with this type of development.

Northwest-facing aerial photo of the Expo Center (Photo credit: Metro)
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4. Vision for the Site |  
5-10 pages

a. Describe your vision for the site:

• What are you proposing for 
the site? What uses and 
users do you anticipate?

• Does your vision have a theme? If 
there are multiple uses or users, 
describe the rationale for the 
mix, any potential synergies, and 
strategies for avoiding conflicts.

• Does your vision use all or a 
portion of the site? If a portion, 
which portions specifically?

• Do you have thoughts on how the 
portion of the site you are interested 
in can be productive from day one, 
including incorporating interim uses?

• Use images, maps, diagrams, 
examples, or other visual 
aides to help make your vision 
understandable and bring it to life. 

b. Describe how your vision advances 

the project guiding principles:

Provide a response to each of the evaluation 
criteria questions described in Section VIII.  

“Voices of Rememberance” art installation by Valerie Otani (Photo credit: Metro)
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5. Financial Capacity |  
1-2 pages

Explain your financial capacity, and share 
any preliminary thoughts you have about 
financing approaches for your project 
ideas. Please discuss, for instance, 
your likely or possible equity and debt 
sources. Provide as much information 
as you wish, such as certified financial 
statements, credit availability letters, or 
bank references, to make the case that 
you have the financial capacity to carry 
out your proposed project. Any financial 
documents submitted to Metro should 
be attached to the submittal email as a 
separate attachment and clearly marked 
as confidential – Metro will maintain the 
confidentiality of any such information 
to the extent allowed by law. See also the 
statement about “Proprietary Information” 
in the General Conditions section, below.

Describe any expectations for public 
financial participation at this stage 
(excluding Metro, who is only able to 
reduce land cost at this time). The response 
should include general statements 
relating to financial participation, 
assistance with permits, and other 
potential public funding sources. 

6. Timeline | 1-2 pages

Provide a preliminary estimated time frame 
to carry out the project(s). If you envision 
a phased approach, please describe. 

7. Letter of References |  
Not included in page limit

Teams may submit up to 4 letters of 
reference above the specified page limit. 
They are also encouraged to include 
samples of other projects (preferably 
relevant to what they are proposing for the 
site), beyond the specified page limit.

Submission Requirements Pages
1. Cover Letter 1-2 pages

2. Team and Roles 2-4 pages

3. Relevant Projects and Experience 2-4 pages

4. Vision for the Site 5-10 pages

5. Financial Capacity 1-2 pages

6. Timeline 1-2 pages

7. Letter of References Not included in page limit
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VIII. EVALUATION CRITERIA
The seven (7) evaluation criteria questions 
below relate to each of the core guiding 
principles for the project. The evaluation 
criteria are formatted as questions for 
RFEI submitters to respond to and provide 
specifics related to their concept and 
their approach. For reference, each of 
the evaluation criteria in this section 
correspond with a Project Guiding Principle 
listed below. A series of more detailed 
guiding questions are included below 
each evaluation criteria. The guiding 
questions are intended to provide a broader 
understanding of the ways the Project 

Team is thinking about and the various 
perspectives on the guiding principles. 

Submitters are required to provide a formal 
response to both the primary evaluation 
criteria question and the bolded Required 
Questions. If you feel the question is 
not applicable or relevant to your vision, 
please respond “not applicable.” Formal 
responses are not required for the 
Additional Prompts. These additional 
questions are offered for consideration by 
the submitter as you craft your response. 

External photo of the front of Hall E and parking lot (Photo credit: Metro)
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Additional Prompts

• Does your team include individuals 
or organizations from these 
communities? Describe their role(s).

• What role do you think Metro should 
play in ongoing engagement?

• What are the limiting factors 
in achieving this principle? 

• Are there any trade-offs that 
you had to make in order to 
maximize this project principle? 

Required Questions

1. How do you propose to engage 
stakeholder communities that have 
a historical connection to the site?

2. What role do you envision for the 
previously engaged stakeholders?

3. At what stages of your project 
process will you seek to propose 
to engage stakeholders: planning, 
design, construction, ownership 
(of businesses or buildings), 
management, operations? 
Describe your approach.

Evaluation Criteria 1: 
How will your team continue meaningful  
engagement with key stakeholder communities?

Project Principle:  
Ongoing Engagement and Transparency

The stakeholder engagement process made it clear that support for Metro’s efforts to expand 
the public benefits generated from the Expo Center was tied to Metro’s recognition that 
throughout Portland’s history, Black Americans, Japanese Americans, urban Indigenous, and 
other communities of color have not shared equally in the public benefits that come with 
governmental efforts to develop or redevelop land. Both overt racism such as “redlining” or less 
obvious inequity of “urban renewal” funding have yielded a profoundly uneven and persistently 
unequal economic playing field. Building trust and gaining stakeholder investment in this 
project hinges on ongoing engagement and transparency. Metro is committed to ensuring 
that this process prioritizes submittals that center equity within their project concept and 
particularly focus on those communities harmed by racism, inequity and lack of transparency.

1
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Evaluation Criteria 2: 
How does your concept honor the historical 
and cultural legacy of the site?

Project Principle:  
Honor Historical and Cultural Legacy

The Expo Center was used as an “Assembly Center” during World War 2 for the forced 
imprisonment of Japanese Americans living in the Portland area. Survivors of this 
imprisonment and leaders within the Japanese American community are key stakeholders 
in this process. The site has a physical memorial at the Trimet Transit Station (the Torii 
Gates) and there are periodic remembrance events at the site, however, this process 
has identified a need for a more prominent approach to honoring this painful history. 

Required Questions

1. How do you propose to honor 
the history of the site and the 
surrounding area in your project 
concept (i.e. - Physical spaces or 
memorials, events, activities)?

2. At what stages of your project 
process will the site’s historical 
and cultural legacy influence 
decision making: planning, 
design, construction, ownership 
(of businesses or buildings), 
management, operations? 
Describe your approach.

Additional Prompts

• How does your proposal create 
opportunities for cultural expression, 
art, storytelling, and learning?

• Describe the role of specific 
team members and/or who 
you have sought input from in 
order to shape your approach 
to achieving this principle in 
your concept, if applicable.

• What additional process steps 
are needed to finalize your 
approach to honoring history?

• What are the limiting factors 
in achieving this principle? 

2
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Evaluation Criteria 3: 
How does your concept build financial and  
community wealth for specific members of  
our community? 

Project Principle:  
Create Financial and Community Wealth-Building Opportunities  
for Black Americans, Japanese Americans, urban 
Indigenous, and other communities of color

An early project principle identified in this process was “wealth building” for specific 
communities. Over the course of several conversations with stakeholders, the idea of wealth 
building was expanded beyond financial wealth building to include the need for project 
elements that strengthen community and build community. This holistic definition includes 
programming and spaces that strengthen community, support education, skillbuilding and 
workforce development, as well as community gathering spaces and cultural expression. 

Additional Prompts

• Describe the role of specific 
team members and/or people 
who you have sought input from 
in order to shape your approach 
to achieving this principle in 
your concept, if applicable.

• What are the limiting factors 
or trade-offs that you had to 
make in order to maximize 
this project principle? 

• Are there any specific 
parameters of this RFEI 
process that limit the 
ability to build wealth?

Required Questions

1. How are you defining wealth in your concept?

2. In what ways are you thinking about 
wealth-building in your project concept?

3. Is your project concept likely to generate 
short-term or one-time wealth or sustained, 
longer-term wealth? Describe.

4. At what stages of your project process will 
you seek to build this wealth: planning, 
design, construction, ownership (of 
businesses or buildings), management, 
operations? Describe your approach.

5. Describe the mechanism in your concept 
that provides assurance that wealth building 
opportunities will be targeted at specific 
communities (i.e.- community benefit 
agreements, ownership structure).

3
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Evaluation Criteria 4: 
How does your concept approach  
environmental sustainability?

Project Principle:  
Recognize, respect, and restore the wealth and  
interconnectedness of the environment, land, water and people

Environmental sustainability is a major priority for Metro and in conversations 
with stakeholders, there is a shared commitment that future users should take 
this into consideration. The understanding of sustainability reflected in this 
principle is rooted in a respect for land, water, and people - and a recognition of 
our mutual health and interconnectedness - was significantly informed in multiple 
conversations with the urban Indigenous community and tribal governments. 

Additional Prompts

• How are you thinking about the 
interconnectedness of land, water 
and people in your project concept?

• Describe the role of specific 
team members and/or people 
who you have sought input from 
in order to shape your approach 
to achieving this principle in 
your concept, if applicable.

• Does your project concept somehow 
restore environmental degradation 
on the site or improve the 
environment through operations?

• What are the limiting factors 
in achieving this principle? 

• Are there any trade-offs that 
you had to make in order to 
maximize this project principle? 

Required Questions

1. At what stages of your project 
process will you address 
sustainability: planning, design, 
construction, ownership 
(of businesses or buildings), 
management, operations? 
Describe your approach.

2. What are the likely impacts to 
the environment of your project 
proposal, both directly and indirectly 
and both positive and negative?

3. What innovations are you 
considering to ensure that 
your concept has a minimal 
impact (or even a net benefit) 
to the region’s environment?

4
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Evaluation Criteria 5: 
How does your project concept ensure financial 
sustainability (including for Metro)?

Project Principle:  
Ensure Financial Sustainability

Metro owns a valuable piece of real estate, and this process focuses on how it can be 
leveraged in order to create maximum public benefit. Metro can maintain long term 
land ownership in order to reduce upfront project costs and maximize community 
benefits; however, Metro has no additional funds for construction or operational 
subsidies at this time. The principle of financial sustainability is born out of the financial 
realities and constraints of Metro as well as a desire for whatever happens here to 
be a long-term endeavor that can succeed and thrive for generations to come. 

Additional Prompts

• What are the primary financial 
hurdles to your concept?

• Are the financial hurdles more one-time and/
or front-loaded or ongoing and operational?

• Do you have (or anticipate) a meaningful 
financial “gap” in your concept? 

• What are your strategies for 
overcoming financial gaps?

• Does achieving financial sustainability 
require a different entity or individual 
(besides Metro) to own the site?

• How important is a lower site cost 
(i.e.- nominal land lease) to your 
project’s financial sustainability?

• What are the limiting factors or trade-
offs that you had to make in order to 
maximize this project principle? 

Required Questions

1. How is your project defining 
financial sustainability? 

2. What is your funding strategy?

3. Describe your proposed sources 
of funding and demonstrate 
the level of confidence you 
have in securing each.

4. What are the financial implications 
for Metro of your concept?

5
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Evaluation Criteria 6: 
How will your concept maximize economic 
prosperity across the region?

Project Principle:  
Maximize Economic Prosperity

Metro has a regional focus, and expanding regional economic prosperity - especially for 
communities who have historically been excluded from the region’s economic growth - is a 
core mission of the agency. This principle prioritizes projects with regional economic impacts 
that ripple beyond the boundaries of the site itself, and projects that can spur growth business 
sectors and/or unlock economic opportunities that have been challenged in the past. 

Additional Prompts

• Does something about the site itself 
make possible the prosperity your 
concept is able to generate (i.e.- 
public ownership, size, location)?

• Describe the role of specific 
team members and/or people 
who you have sought input from 
in order to shape your approach 
to achieving this principle in 
your concept, if applicable.

• What are the limiting factors 
in achieving this principle? 

• Are there any trade-offs that 
you had to make in order to 
maximize this project principle? 

Required Questions

1. How is your project team defining 
economic prosperity?

2. Describe how the prosperity 
generated by your concept will 
impact and flow through the regional 
economy (including the direct and 
indirect benefits you anticipate). 

3. How does your concept advance 
other regional economic priorities?

4. Does your concept enable or 
“unlock” economic prosperity 
that is somehow currently limited 
or challenging in our region? 

6
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Evaluation Criteria 7: 
Overarching Reflections

Required Questions

1. What are the most significant 
challenges of achieving these 
guiding principles in your concept?

2. What are the biggest risks associated 
with achieving these principles? 

3. Are certain guiding principles 
more challenging than others?

4. How are you proposing to 
overcome these challenges?

5. Are there trade-offs you had to make 
in seeking to achieve these principles 
that you would like to describe?

6. What is the highest priority 
assistance or most critical needs 
that public partners can offer in order 
to achieve these principles? (Public 
partnership is not guaranteed, but a 
variety of public entities have been 
engaged in this process from the 
beginning and this project’s principles 
align well with their priorities also.)

7. Are there any ongoing roles or 
assistance that Metro is uniquely 
qualified to provide that are 
important for you to achieve 
financial sustainability (beyond 
reducing or eliminating land 
acquisition costs and not including 
direct financial support)?

7
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IX. GENERAL CONDITIONS
All facts and opinions stated within this 
RFEI and all supporting documents and data 
are based on information available from 
a variety of sources. No representation or 
warranty is made with respect thereto.

Metro reserves the right in its sole 
discretion to accept or reject all 
responses to this RFEI, without cause.

Metro reserves the right in its sole discretion 
to modify the selection process or other 
aspects of this RFEI, including canceling 
the RFEI without selecting a developer 
or team. Metro will take reasonable 
steps to ensure that any modification 
or clarification to the RFEI shall be 
distributed in writing to all persons who 
have requested a copy of the RFEI.

Metro reserves the right to request 
additional information following review 
of initial submissions. In addition, 
Metro may retain consultants to assist 
in the evaluation of submissions.

In the interest of a fair and equitable 
selection process, Metro reserves the right 
to determine the timing, arrangement, and 
method of any presentation throughout the 
selection process. Teams are cautioned not 
to undertake any activities or actions to 
promote or advertise their proposals except 

during Metro-authorized presentations. 
Teams are encouraged to contact relevant 
Metro staff to learn more about ideas and 
visions for the site and the area. However, 
developers and their representatives 
are not permitted to make any direct or 
indirect (through others) contact with 
members of Metro Council or Evaluation 
Committee concerning their proposals, 
except in the course of Metro-sponsored 
presentations. Violation of these rules is 
grounds for disqualification of the team.

Metro requests that developers and 
members of their team who are considering 
responding to this RFEI NOT contact any 
prospective public agency funding partners, 
other than Metro itself, or Metro’s partners.

Conflicts of Interest
Please disclose any conflicts of interest 
or potential conflicts of interest that may 
arise as a result of your firm or its developer 
team partners being hired for this Project. 
Identify and describe fully any family or 
business relationships which any employees 
of your company may have or have had with 
any employee or elected official of Metro 
or any affiliated entities. The Proposer and 
sub-consultants shall identify any group, 
individual or organization that they may have 
worked for, or currently work for, that has had 
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ownership, lease, development, related or 
similar interest in Metro. Failure to disclose 
any existing or potential conflicts may 
disqualify the Proposal from consideration.

Nondiscrimination
Metro notifies all possible Proposers that no 
person shall be excluded from participation 
in, denied any benefits of, or otherwise 
discriminated against in connection with 
the award and performance of any contract 
on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, age, marital status, familial 
status, sexual orientation, gender identity 
and expression, veteran status, disability 
or perceived disability, genetic information, 

juvenile record that has been expunged, 
or any other status protected by law.

Proprietary Information
Only information which is in the nature of 
legitimate trade secrets of non-published 
financial data may be deemed proprietary 
or confidential. Any material within a 
Proposal identified as such must be 
clearly marked in the Proposal and will be 
handled in accordance with the Oregon 
Public Record Act, and applicable rules 
and regulations. Any Proposal marked as 
confidential or proprietary in its entirety may 
be rejected without further consideration 
or recourse. Sections of submissions to 
remain confidential and unviewed until the 

Hall D illuminated in the evening. (Photo credit: Metro)
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September 27, 2022 (5:00 pm PST) deadline 
should be emailed to  
expo.future@oregonmetro.gov and 
should be below 30 Mb in size.

All submissions shall become 
the sole and exclusive 
property of Metro.

Teams shall not copyright, or cause to 
be copyrighted, any portion of their 
submission. Within the bounds of public 
records laws, Metro will maintain the 
confidentiality of submissions at least until 
the preliminary selection of a developer 
team. Any proprietary financial information 
or other information which developer 
teams submit will be maintained as 
confidential as allowed by public records 
law. Submissions or information that 
the proposal team would like to remain 
confidential must be marked as such.

Metro makes no representations as to 
whether or not a project to be developed 
as a result of this RFEI, or any possible 
Metro participation therein, is a “public 
improvement” project and as such is subject 
to the prevailing wage requirements of the 
Oregon Bureau of Labor and Industry.

This RFEI process will not result in the 
award of any project or contract as 

defined under Oregon’s public contracting 
law.  No proposer shall have any rights 
or remedies to protest or challenge 
any determinations made by any of 
evaluators of the submissions under 
this RFEI or any determinations made 
by the COO arising from this RFEI.

News releases by the selected team 
pertaining to its selection will require 
prior written approval from Metro.

Metro reserves the right to verify 
and investigate the qualifications 
and financial capacity of any and all 
members of the proposing teams.

Metro accepts no responsibility or obligation 
to pay any costs incurred by any party in 
the preparation or submission of a proposal 
or in complying with any subsequent 
request for information or for participation 
throughout the evaluation process.

mailto:expo.future%40oregonmetro.gov?subject=Expo%20Center%20RFEI%20submission
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X. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Access to all available 3rd party site reports 
and other relevant site documentation 
can be found on the project website 
on the For Interested Partners page. 
A brief summary of the most relevant 
documents are provided below. 

Title Report
This report was compiled by Chicago Title 
Company of Oregon in 2022. The property 
has a clear title and consists of the parcels 

shown in the parcel map below. As of a 2022 
title report, the site’s primary encumbrances 
consist of easeme nts, mostly held by 
public entities and utilities organizations 
for electric, sewer, water, drainage, phone, 
road service, and shoreline management. 
The easement holders are Pacific Stages 
Telephone and Telegraph Company and 
Western Union Telegraph Company, Pacific 
Northwest Bell Telephone Company, US 
West Communications Inc., the King 
Broadcasting Company, Portland Gas & 

http://expofuture.org/
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Coke Company, Portland General Electric 
Company, Kernan Livestock Farm (ingress 
and egress), Peninsula Drainage District 
No. 1, Peninsula Industrial Co. (for sewer 
and right of way), the Oregon State Highway 
Commission, the Oregon Department of 
Transportation, Multnomah County, the City 
of Portland, and the Port of Portland. The site 
is also subject to encumbrances from prior 
development and indemnity agreements 
between the Metropolitan Exposition-
Recreation Commission and the City of 
Portland, encumbrances stemming from 
terms in land use reviews and conditional 
use approvals, and encumbrances from any 
terms of a Private Stormwater Management 
Operations & Maintenance Form, 
presumably filed with the City of Portland. 

Environmental 
Report (Phase 1)
This report was completed by Hart Crowser 
in 2020. The report documents the following 
Recognized Environmental Conditions:

Low-level groundwater 
contamination (1991) 

Trichloroethene (TCE) and 
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) were detected at 
low levels in the site’s groundwater in 1991, 
likely due to known areawide contamination 
rather than historical site activities. In 2004, 
this led the site to be added to the Oregon 
Department of Environmental Quality’s 

(DEQ) Confirmed Release List and included 
in Environmental Cleanup Site Information 
(ECSI) listing #4138 for DEQ’s Columbia 
Slough Areawide Discovery Project. DEQ has 
designated the site “low” priority for further 
action and there is no record of subsequent 
DEQ investigations or requests related to 
the site. Additional investigation will likely be 
needed to delist the site from ECSI #4138. 

Removed underground 
fuel tanks (1992-6)

A “no further action” (NFA) letter was 
issued for the site in 1996 following removal 
of two underground fuel tanks and soil 
aeration. Specifically, in 1992, a 1,000-gallon 
underground diesel fuel tank was removed 
from the site and, in 1996, a 1,000-gallon 
underground gasoline tank was removed 
and 300 cubic yards of petroleum-impacted 
soils underwent aeration. The Phase I report 
indicated “low potential” for further effects 
to the property due to underground fuel 
tank releases. The report indicated that it 
is possible that another unknown fuel tank 
exists on the property, and that a geophysical 
survey could evaluate the possibility.

Nearby superfund site

The site may be subject to environmental 
liabilities due to its proximity to the Portland 
Harbor Superfund site. If redevelopment 
does not affect the riverbank or sediments 
below the ordinary high-water line, the 
Phase I environmental report indicates 
“no action is likely needed.” However, 
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the work of the EPA and Oregon DEQ at 
the superfund site should be tracked. 

Hazardous building materials

A boiler tank near Hall A was discovered 
with insulation that may contain asbestos 
and requires further investigation. Given 
the age of Halls A, B, and C in particular, 
hazardous building materials may 
exist in tiles, ceilings, walls, windows, 
or other construction materials. 

Geotechnical Reports
Geotechnical investigations were completed 
in 1996 and 1999 to support the development 
of Hall E and the redevelopment of Hall D, 
respectively. The reports indicate that the 
site is mantled with 10 to 20 feet of dredged 
sand fill, then sandy silts and silty sands to 
a depth of 55 to 114 feet, then gravel below 
that. As of 1996, groundwater was located 
at a depth of 15 to 17 feet below the surface, 
but it should be anticipated that perched 
groundwater may occur during periods of 
wet weather. The 1999 report indicated that 
piles would likely be needed for a structure 
with column loads at or above 600 kips. Piles 
would also help alleviate seismic risk due 
to liquefaction. Lightly loaded structures 
at or under 100 kips could be supported by 
conventional spread footing foundations. 
A floor slab would require a minimum of 
8 inches of granular base course material 
to support it (e.g. ¾ inch crushed rock). 

FEMA Floodplain 
Documentation
These documents record FEMA’s finding 
that only a small portion of the site rested 
within Portland’s 100-year floodplain as 
of site context and flood risk assessment 
known in 1999. The City of Portland’s more 
contemporary elevation certificate map 
illustrates that, neither the FEMA 100- or 
500-year floodplain encroach on the site. 

Conditional Use Master Plan
This master plan for the site was 
completed in 2011 for the City of 
Portland. It contains a wealth of site 
background information, including 
information on utilities, transportation, 
and environment and natural resources. 

Market and Financial 
Feasibility Study 
This study was completed by Hunden 
Strategic Partners in 2014. It explores 
the market context, reinvestment 
needs, and reinvestment scenarios for 
the Expo Center. A key finding is the 
need for roof replacements of Halls A, 
B, and likely C, plus the need for seismic 
upgrading to those structures in any 
other major investment occurs.  

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/article/215594
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/article/215594



